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INTRODUCTION
This is a story of the savage alien race of Orks and of a
disaster-stricken world xthat lies in the abandoned
depths of space. It is a world of desert sands and
splintered rock, where crude and barbaric warriors have
raised an implacable idol to their angry god. That god is
GORKAMORKA, the embodiment of the Orks'
insatiable lust for conquest. Gorkamorka is a heartless
and bloodthirsty god, whose metallic shape rises over
the shanty town that sprawls before his feet.

Upon this arid and wind-swept world the Orks live and
fight for Gorkamorka, battling across the wastes aboard
ramshackle fighting machines, enslaving the other races
of their planet and binding them to the service of their
god. Humans, mutants and lesser creatures must
survive as best they can. Some serve the Orks and seek
their favour. Others defy them and struggle to survive in
the face of their wrath.

TABLETOP CONFLICT
Gorkamorka is the latest of the Warhammer 40,000
Skirmish series designed to complement the
Warhammer 40,000 game universe. It is a game in its
own right, but it is also a game that explores the history
of races already established in Warhammer 40,000 and
Necromunda, the first game in this series. Players of
either or both of these games will find much that is
familiar in Gorkamorka as well as much that is new and
different.

Gorkamorka enables players to fight tabletop wargames
between rival warrior groups known as mobs, which
battle from crude and brutal truks and wartraks. The
opposing mobs are represented by models, assembled
and painted by the players, each representing the
following of an Ork leader. Battles between the rival
mobs are fought out on a tabletop representing the
deserts and wastes of this world. You'll find more about
Orks and the domains of Gorkamorka in Da Uvver
Book.

The aim of the game is to outfight your opponent by
means of a mixture of skill, low cunning and luck. At
your disposal you have primitive but effective weapons
and, most importantly, vehicles which are needed to
cross the burning wastes of this inhospitable world.
You'll soon learn how to arm and use your warriors to
their best advantage, and how to manoeuvre their crude
buggies and fighting vehicles to destroy your enemy.

The models in the game itself provide you with an ideal
start, but you'll soon want to recruit new warriors and
build more vehicles. An extensive range of models is
available for Gorkamorka, and new models are being
added all the time. With these you can expand your
collection, equip warriors with new weapons, and
recruit more powerful individuals to your cause.

BUILDING THE MOB
Each t ime you play Gorkamorka you earn the
opportunity to expand your mob. By winning games
you gain wealth and experience. With the wealth earned
you can buy more deadly weaponry, build more
vehicles, and hire more warriors.

Your mob will also improve over time. Every time a mob
fights, its members increase their skill. Young Orks
progress to become hardened warriors, and warriors
grow stronger and more powerful with every success.

As the gang's leader becomes richer and his followers
more dangerous, his fame will grow in the eyes of
Gorkamorka. Infamous warriors will seek him out to do
battle, industrious Mekboys will offer their services, and
rival Orks will plot his destruction. Fear and respect
march hand in hand amongst the Orks as the twin
marks of leadership.

DA ROOLZ
This book contains the rules of the game. You don't need
to learn all the rules to play, but we suggest you read
through the rulebook before attempting your first game.
The most important rules are summarised on the
separate playsheets, and you'll quickly find these are all
you need in most situations.

NEW PLAYERS
If you're new to Games Workshop games then you'll be
reassured to know that finding other people to play with
isn't normally a problem - you'll be surprised how
many there are! There may be a Games Workshop store
nearby, where you can obtain models, paints and game
supplements, and meet other players. Games Workshop
stores are not just shops, they are hobby centres where
the staff will happily help you to learn the rules,
demonstrate painting techniques, and suggest ways to
develop your collection. Games Workshop staff are also
players who collect and paint their own forces and fight
battles themselves.



THE OORKAMORKA BOX
This box contains the following models, rulebooks and card components.

1 rulebook - 'Da Roolz'

1 sourcebook - 'Da Uvver Book'

Citadel models:
12 Ork Boyz

2 Ork Wartraks

2 Ork Trukks

Card buildings: 1 Ork Fort

1 Mining Shaft

1 Strop Head

Counters:
6 Scrap counters

10 Hide counters

10 Run counters

10 Overwatch counters

2 Range Rulers

2 card Playsheets

2 Turny gubbins

1 Stikkbomb blast marker

1 Scorcha template

1 tube Polystyrene Cement

2 sprues Battlefield Accessories

6 plastic Bulkheads

Dice: 6 six-sided dice (D6)

1 Scatter dice

1 Artillery dice

2 Sustained Fire dice

1 Read Dis Furst leaflet



THE BOOKS
This book - Da Roolz - contains the game rules for
battles between mobs and descriptions of the various
weapons and vehicles used by the Orks of Gorkamorka.

The other book, aptly named Da Uvver Book, contains
extensive background descriptions of the world of
Gorkamorka and rules for battling with your mobs over
a series of games in order to gain experience and (more
importantly) better weaponry!

THE MODELS
The Gorkamorka box contains enough Orks to form into
two powerful mobs of warriors. The Orks on
Gorkamorka are split into two factions - the Corkers
and the Morkers. Each one has different coloured tattoos
and markings to show their allegiance but they are
basically armed in the same way so you can split up the
Boyz in the box to represent them.

Gorkamorka also contains sprues which include oil
drums, fuel cans and barricades. You can use these to
add extra features onto your vehicles or to add to the
scenery on your tabletop battlefield, giving your
vehicles more obstacles to avoid and your warriors
more cover to lurk behind.

Select a model and carefully remove all the components
from the sprue using a craft knife or clippers. Don't twist
or pull the pieces from the sprue as they may break. Any
scars or marks left on the models can be removed with a
craft knife or file.

We recommend that the models are glued together using
a suitable adhesive such as the polystyrene cement
supplied in this box or superglue. Detailed instructions
for assembling the models can be found on a separate
instruction sheet.

Models can be painted using Citadel Colour paints. It is
not strictly necessary to paint models before you use
them, but most people enjoy painting and you wil l
probably want to paint your models eventually (and it
makes them look cool, too). A painting guide is included
in the colour pages of Da Uvver Book and more
complete guides are available from Games Workshop.

THE BUILDINGS
The Gorkamorka game contains three buildings. These
models consist of card and plastic components which
can be fastened together and placed on your tabletop to
provide a reasonably stable three-dimensional playing
surface. We recommend that you glue the components
together with a suitable contact adhesive in order to
make the structures as stable as possible.

The buildings supplied in this box give you some
starting scenery to fight around. You can add more
Games Workshop buildings, or you can make additional
scenery of your own to expand the battlefield if you so
wish.

The assembly instructions
for the buildings are
included in the
Read Dis Furst
leaflet.

Wartrak

Trukk

COUNTERS
A selection of counters has been included. These are
used to indicate models that are running, on overwatch,
hiding and so on. The counters are provided to save you
making separate notes or remembering what every
model is doing.

Some people prefer not to clutter the table with counters
and simply note down the pertinent details on their
roster sheets, or a scrap of paper as they go along.
Whether you use the counters, make notes, or merely
remember, is entirely up to you.

Scrap counter

Overwatch
counter

Hide
counter
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TEMPLATES
templates are used to determine the effects of

some weapons. For example, grenade bursts, and the
gout of blaming fuel projected by a scorcha.

Two plastic range rulers are also included. These are
useful for measuring distances, and for poking between
the scenery to determine whether a model has a clear
shot to its target.

DICE
Four different dice are used in the game, as explained in
this rulebook. Don't worry about how the dice work for
now, this is covered in detail later on. The different dice
are:

Ordinary dice (D6)

Sustained Fire dice

Scatter dice

Artillery dice

Ordinary dice are marked 1 to 6 in the usual way. These
dice are used a lot during play and to save space on
charts they are always referred to as D6 (where 'D'
stands for dice and '6' for six-sided). So, when the rules
call upon you to roll a D6 we are simply asking you to
roll a dice. D6+1 means roll a dice and add 1 to the score.
2D6 means roll two dice and add the scores together to
obtain a score of 2-12.

Occasionally you'll need to roll a 'D3'. This is simply
done by rolling a D6, dividing the score by 2, and
rounding up. This means 1-2 = 1, 3-4 = 2 and 5-6 = 3.

The Sustained Fire dice is marked 1,1, 2, 2, 3 and with a
special JAM symbol as shown in the photo. This dice is
used when a gun shoots a protracted burst of shells
which might inflict 1, 2 or 3 hits (as discussed in the
rules).

The Scatter dice is marked with four arrows and two hit
symbols. This dice is used to determine where grenades
and shells land if they miss their target, hence 'scatter'.
The dice can be used to establish any random direction
from a point. Note that the HIT symbol also has a small
arrow on it to facilitate this.

The Artillery dice is marked 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and a misfire
symbol. This dice is used in conjunction with the Scatter

From left to right: Sustained Fire dice, Artillery dice, Scatter dice and
two six-sided dice.

Using the Turny Cubbins
Position the pointy bit (A) over
the centre of vehicle. Turn the
vehicle to face arrow (B) and
you've made a 45° turn B

dice to determine how far grenades land from their
mark. A misfire can result in a grenades proving dud or
even exploding as it is thrown.

On some occasions, a player is allowed to 're-roll' a dice.
This is exactly what it sounds like - the player can pick
up the dice and roll it again. However, you must abide
by the second result, even if it is worse than the first! No
dice may be re-rolled more than once.

WHAT ELSE YOU NEED
In addition to the box contents you will need two or
more players and a firm, level tabletop or area of floor.
A kitchen table will do fine. Some gamers make their
own gaming board from a sheet of chipboard or
something similar. Such a board can be slightly larger
than the table or trestles that support it, and can be
divided into two or more pieces for ease of storage.
Many players find that a heavy blanket draped over a
table or spread upon the floor makes a fine surface on
which to fight a battle.

You can do most of the measuring in Gorkamorka with
the measuring sticks supplied. However, sometimes you
will find it useful to have a retractable tape measure
marked in feet and inches for especially long ranges or
measuring around obstacles. All distances in
Gorkamorka are given in inches.

Pens or pencils and plenty of paper will also be required.
During the game you will need to keep track of wounds
suffered by your warriors, damage taken by your
vehicles, and other sundry details. This is most easily
done using a roster sheet, examples of which are
included in Da Uvver Book. We recommend that you
copy or photocopy additional roster sheets and use
them to record details during the game. We'll explain
more about roster sheets and how to use them in the Da
Uvver Book.
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CHARACTERISTICS
The brutal denizens of Gorkamorka battle one another
incessantly across scorching deserts and boulder-choked
canyons. Much of the time the barbaric Ork warriors
battle from the backs of equally barbaric fighting
machines as they plough across the great dusty plains
like ships at sea. The rules for Ork warriors are quite
different from those of the vehicles they ride so to begin
with we are going to concentrate on the warriors
themselves. We will return to the vehicles later when we
have established how basic Ork warriors move about
and fight on foot, beginning by measuring just how hard
different Orks are by giving them characteristics for
their speed, strength, fighting ability and so on.

Individual Orks have vastly different martial abilities
and physical attributes. Some are faster than others,
some stronger, some more determined, some are better
shots and so forth. This variety is ful ly represented in
Gorkamorka in the form of characteristics and special
skills. Right now we won't worry about the special skills
- these come later with practice and battle experience.
For the moment we'll just consider an Ork's
characteristics.

Each model warrior is defined by a set of characteristics,
namely: Move, Weapon Skill, Ballistic Skill, Strength,
Toughness, Wounds, Initiative, Attacks and Leadership.

Each characteristic is assigned a value which in most
cases lies between 1 and 10. The higher the value of the
characteristic the better - for example, a model with a
Strength of 6 is considerably stronger than a model with
a Strength of 2. Descriptions of the different
characteristics are given below.

CHARACTERISTIC PROFILES
A model's characteristic values are written in the form of
a convenient chart which we call the 'characteristic
profile' or just 'profile'.

Warrior

Gorbad
M WS BS S
4 3 3 3

T
4

W
1

A Ld
1 7

This is the average profile for ordinary Ork warriors or
'Boyz' as they are usually called. When you form your
first mob it will include Boyz with exactly this profile.
As you fight games against other players your warriors
will get better and their characteristics will rise. This is
explained later on. For now it is enough to know what
the characteristics are and how the values match up to
the average.

CHARACTERISTICS
MOVE (M). A model's Move shows the number of
inches it can move in a turn under normal
circumstances. The usual number is 4 as almost all
warriors move 4" per turn, although they can move
faster when they are running or charging, as we shall see
later.

WEAPON SKILL (WS). Weapon Skill is a measure of
close combat ability - how good the warrior is at hand-
to-hand fighting. An old grizzled Ork warrior will more
than likely have a high value compared to a mere Yoof.
An average value is 3.

BALLISTIC SKILL (BS). Ballistic Skill shows how good
a shot the individual is. When you shoot a gun the
chance of hitting the target depends upon your Ballistic
Skill. An average score is 3 and a dead-eye shot might
have a Ballistic Skill of 4, 5 or even higher.

STRENGTH (S). Strength simply shows how strong a
model is! Strength is especially important when you
fight hand-to-hand combat because the stronger you are
the harder you can hit. An average value is 3.

TOUGHNESS (T). Toughness is a measure of how
easily an individual can withstand a hit from a gun, a
blow from a club or fist, or a swipe from a passing
vehicle. The tougher you are the harder you are to
wound or kil l . An average value for Orks (who are very
tough) is 4.

WOUNDS (W). A model's Wounds value shows how
many times a warrior can be wounded before he
collapses and goes down dead or incapacitated. Most
individuals have a Wound value of only 1 but hardened
Ork Boyz might have a value of 2 or more.

INITIATIVE (I). The Initiative value represents
alertness and reaction speed. It determines a warrior's
chance of dodging a sudden blow or leaping aboard a
speeding vehicle. An average Initiative value for an Ork
is only 2.

ATTACKS (A). The Attacks value indicates the number
of 'Attack dice' rolled when the model fights in hand-to-
hand combat. Most individuals roll only one dice and so
having a higher value means you roll correspondingly
more dice. The more dice you roll the more chance you
have of beating your opponent!

LEADERSHIP (Ld). Leadership represents raw courage
and self-control. The higher an individual's Leadership
the more likely he is to keep his nerve under pressure.
An average Leadership value is 7.



THE TURN
During the game you take command of a mob of Orks
complete with their ramshackle and dangerous vehicles.
The opposing player takes command of another mob,
your deadly rivals in the forthcoming fest ivi ty of
violence.

The model warriors, vehicles and scenery are set up on
the tabletop as described for the encounter you are
fighting (see the Scenarios section in Da Uvver Book).
There are many different kinds of encounter, varying
from the chance meeting of r i va l mobs, cunning
ambushes, blatant thievery, and sneaky raids against
fortified buildings. The mob is set up on the tabletop in
different ways depending on the encounter you are
fighting, but all the games are basically played in the
same fashion.

To begin with one side takes a turn, then the other side,
then the original side and so on, much like a game of
draughts or chess. When it is your turn you can move all
your models, shoot with any warriors able to do so, and
tight hand-to-hand with enemies your models are
touching. Once your turn is complete it is your
opponent's turn to move, shoot and fight with his mob.

PHASES
To keep track of who's doing what and when, your turn
is divided into four distinct phases. Each phase is
completed before beginning the next. So, begin by
moving all your models, then shoot with all models that
cnn do so, then fight hand-to-hand, and finally recover
any models that have gone down due to injuries.

MOVEMENT

SHOOTING

HAND-TO-HAND

RECOVERY

During the movement
phase you may move
your warriors and
vehicles according to
the rules given later
for movement.

In the shooting phase
you may shoot with
any appropriate
weapons as described
in the rules for
shooting.

During the hand-to-
hand phase all models
in hand-to-hand
combat may fight.
Note that both sides
fight in hand-to-hand
combat regardless of
whose turn it is.

During the recovery
phase you can test to
see if injured warriors
are able to rejoin the
action. The rules for
recovery are described
later.

Once your turn is complete it is your opponent's turn.
Your opponent works through each phase, moving,
shooting, fighting hand-to-hand and recovery, after
which his turn is over and it is your turn once more.

A game lasts until one side either gives up or is defeated
as described later. A side can also be obliged to
withdraw from a fight if it suffers too many casualties.

Some encounters will involve a specific objective, for
example to escape with valuable scrap or rescue a
captive. In Da Uvver Book we'll describe a number of
different encounters together with what you have to do
to win each game.






















































































































